


**All Kuhl pants have a gusseted crotch, articulated legs, and are cut generously in the thigh. We refer to this as our signature Athletik Fit, a 
foundation  of  Kuhl’s  pant  designs  for  unconstricted movement. 
 

x The Law: Heavyweight canvas fabric. Doubled fabric in thigh and seat. Good work pant for colder temperatures. 
x Rebel Runner: Another very heavyweight pant. Same material as the Rydr (98% cotton 2% spandex), but the fabric is doubled up in the 

thigh and the seat for added durability. Great for Fall and Winter use outdoors. Features a zippered hip pocket. 
x Gunslinger: Narrow cut in the leg, heavyweight dobby cotton fabric. 
x Rydr: Our best-selling fall/winter pant. 2% spandex for some freedom of movement. Kuhl’s "classic" pant. 
x Riot Denim: Crosshatch premium denim with suede-lined waistband. A true denim fabric. Available in 2 washes – enzyme wash (more 

faded looking – Riot Denim) and cold water wash (less faded looking -Riot Raw). 
x Kovert: 100% combed micro-twill cotton with stretch panels on knees and rear yoke for added mobility. 
x Outkast: Medium weight basic canvas pants. Articulation is built into the design rather than having the darted knees like all the other 

pants have.  
x Crag Kanvas: 100% combed cotton canvas pant with a very relaxed fit. 
x Exile Kord: Cord-like cotton pants. Has stealth, slit-like cell phone pocket. Casual, good versatility for work/play. 
x Outlaw: Heavier-weight 11 oz. soft cotton fabric (much like the Slackr and Desperado) with a little less stretch (2% spandex).  
x D’Lux: Our most luxurious pant. Wundura soft fabric (97% cotton 3% spandex) with a suede-lined waistband. Leaner leg cut. 
x Desperado: Super soft feel on the outside. 97% cotton, 3% spandex like the slackr. Same fabric as the slackr, but different styling on the 

pockets. 
x Slackr: much like a "chino" pant, but with lots of stretch. Classic angled pockets. Lighter weight fabric than most of our cotton pants due 

to the 3% spandex. 
x Revolvr: Lightweight nylon/cotton blend. Quick dry, fits nice and relaxed to accommodate freedom of movement.  
x Outrage: Very lightweight cotton/nylon blend fabric - good for warmer temperatures. Leaner leg cut. 
x Kuhl Jean: Same fabric as the outrage, but with a more generous fit. Great for warmer temperatures. 
x Liberator convertible: convertible hiking pants. Lightweight, quick dry with a stealthy zip off system. 
x Renegade pant: 4-way stretch nylon pant. Very lightweight, great for hot weather and vigorous outdoor activity. 
x Raptr pant: Lightweight 2 way stretch nylon/spandex pant good for backpacking and general outdoor activity in warmer temperatures. 
x Kontra Air: Vented lightweight cotton/nylon pant  - great for hot weather temperatures. Tapered cut. 
x Kontra Pant: More casual version of the Kontra Air. No vents – same fabric, slightly fuller fit. 
x Radikl: Cotton/nylon  lightweight  pant  with  ‘exoskeleton’  stretch  panels  built  into  the  frame  of  the  pant.  Klassik  fit  – not too tight, not 

too relaxed! 
x Renegade Jean: Same lightweight nylon/spandex fabric as the renegade pant, but has a more casual styling for great transition from out-

of-doors to out-on the town. The seat and thigh are on this pant is slightly more fitted than on the renegade pant. 



 

 
 
 
 
Measurements for 
Sample Size 32 

 

 

 
  

Style Style# Knee Circumference 
Bottom Opening 
Circumference 

Front 
Rise 

Back 
Rise 

Desperado 5034 19.75 17.50 10.75 12.25 
Slackr 5033 19.75 17.50 10.75 12.25 
Revolvr 5032 20.00 17.50 10.75 12.125 
Kuhl Jean 5004 21.00 18.25 10.75 15.25 
Renegade 5020 21.00 18.25 10.75 12.5 
Rebel Runner 5028 20.00 17.50 10.75 12.25 
Rydr 5016 20.00 17.50 10.75 12.5 
Crag Kanvas 5151 21.13 18.75 10 11.75 
D'Lux 5061 18.25 18.00 10.625 12.25 
Riot Raw 5062 18.81 18.00 10.75 12.125 
Outrage 5053 18.75 16.63 10.625 12.25 
Kovert 5060 20.00 17.88 10.75 12.375 
Gunslinger 5030 19.75 17.75 10.75 12.25 
Liberator Convertible 5041 21.50 17.63 10.75 12.25 
Raptr 5049 21.38 17.56 10.63 12.13 
Exile Kord 5055 20.5 17.75 11.19 12.06 
Outkast 5045 20 17.75 11.56 12.25 
The Law 5044 21 17.75 10.5 12.5 
Kontra Air 5064 20 17.63 10.88 12.63 
Kontra Pant 5065 19.75 17.5 10.63 12.19 
Radikl 5063 19.5 17.5 10.75 12.13 
Renegade Jean 5075 20 17.63 10.75 12.25 


